
1 Cambridge and the University
As one of the world’s great universities, the University of

Cambridge hardly needs an introduction as an institution.

Its geography is perhaps a different matter. Cambridge is a

city of about 120,000 people (Cambridge City Council,

2011) located about 100 km north of London. The city and

the University have both celebrated 800-year anniversaries

recently (Cambridge Online, 2011; University of

Cambridge, 2011). The historic centre of the city is penned

in by a bend in the River Cam to the north and west, and

mirroring that shape about 3 km further out is a more

modern barrier: the M11 motorway and the A14 dual-

carriageway. There is not much of the University to the

east of the centre, but once you leave the main shopping

street, the central area is dominated by University

buildings and land stretching out to the west.

Unlike most universities in the United Kingdom,

Cambridge does not occupy a campus. Its 9,000 or so staff

(University of Cambridge, 2012) are spread out in

premises woven through the city, some of them grouped

into a handful of sites in ‘rabbit warrens’ of buildings

(Figure 1). Its 18,000 or so students (ibid.) are based in 31

independent colleges, a few of which are as large as a

campus university in their own right and some also occupy

several sites. The University also shares the Cambridge

Biomedical Campus complex on the city's southern fringe

with Addenbrooke’s Hospital. In such a large, dispersed
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The University of Cambridge needed to update its map services to help visitors, new staff and students
to find their way around. In 2011 the University Computing Service decided the easiest way to address
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projects. The new map was launched at the end of September 2012 and can be seen online at
http://map.cam.ac.uk.

Figure 1 Many University sites are rabbit-warrens of buildings. This is part of the New Museums site, where the skeleton of a

Finback Whale hangs outside the entrance to the University Museum of Zoology.
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institution, rates of change are high. Departments often

merge, split and change name and location. The University

has expanded continuously throughout its history and

continues to do so.

2 The Need for a New Map
The University has had a map, both online and on paper,

for some time (Cambridge University Press, 2011) and this

was part of the problem. The technology supporting the

old map had become dated and hard to manage. With an

Adobe Illustrator file for the map base and a set of hand-

edited XML (extensible markup language) files supporting

an online index, the end result was innovative for its day

but does not meet the expectations now set by products

such as Google Maps. The trend towards mobile devices,

and therefore much smaller screens, also presented a

challenge for the old, firmly desktop-browser-oriented

map.

Irrespective of technology, however, new building

developments would have stretched the old map before

long anyway. As well as the rapid expansion of the

Biomedical Campus (for example, the new star-shaped

Molecular Biology Laboratory alongside the railway is

highly visible to visitors arriving from the south by train),

and the continuing development of the large West

Cambridge site to the west of the Cavendish Laboratory,

two large wedges of the city inside the motorway box to

the north and north-west are just completing the planning

process ready for development. These new sites are

outside the area of the old east-west oriented map so no

map base in the same style existed for the new area.

The new map, therefore, is based on a convenient 8

km square biased towards the west of Cambridge, enough

to include the existing and new sites plus departments in

the village of Madingley and the Mullard Observatory near

Barton, and omitting only a couple of distant outliers.

3 The Project
The new map project, code-named 'Drake', comprised:

• A methodology for assembling map data, including a

taxonomy for university properties;

• Conducting a survey of all the University and college

premises and adding them to OpenStreetMap;

• A web presence with dynamic searching, a

zoomable, 'slippy' map and APIs for providing maps

in third-party web sites;

• A database to support institution contact information

(in addition to the geographic data);

• A control panel and institution editor to assist

making changes;

• Support, management, training and documentation;

• A draft paper version of the map including a

comprehensive index; and

• Demonstrating how additional and private

geographical data could be supported.

Each of these will be briefly examined below.

3.1 OpenStreetMap
As a basis for the geographical framework of the new map,

OSM has significant advantages:

• The copy-left licence means that there are no

recurring licensing costs and restrictions, other than

to share-alike the underlying data;

• The flexibility and simplicity of the data model

makes it easy to tailor to requirements; and 

• The vector format allows for custom rendering, so a

house-style presentation is possible.
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Figure 2 The new Molecular Biology Laboratory on the Cambridge Biomedical Campus exemplifies change and expansion

within the University.
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Information about OSM’s technology is widely available

elsewhere (OpenStreetMap, 2012a; Ramm et al., 2011), so

only a brief introduction will be provided here. The OSM

database is accessible across the Internet, read and updated

by programs via an online interface. This means data can

be accessed, in the form of simple XML-format extracts,

using the same mechanism as that for fetching a web page

(HTTP – hypertext transfer protocol). Several editing

programs which understand this format are freely available

for making changes.

The data comprise three kinds of primitive object:

• Nodes: single points with both latitude and longitude

(representing, for example, the locations of points of

interest);

• Ways: ordered sequences of nodes (representing, for

example, parts of streets or the outlines of buildings);

and 

• Relations: groups of nodes, ways and other relations

(representing, for example, bus routes which traverse

many ways; conversely one way may carry several

bus routes).

Each primitive may store with it a set of arbitrary

key/value pairs, known as 'tags', which indicate what the

data represent and their properties. The names of the keys

and the structure of the values are established by

convention and consensus. For example, a way may

indicate it is a street of a particular kind with

‘highway=primary’ applied to it; the street has a name

(‘name=East Road’); it may have a road number

(‘ref=A1307’); and it might be one-way (‘oneway=yes’),

and so on.

There is no area primitive. An area is simply a way

with a common start and end node with properties that

imply area rather than a loop (for example, a building

rather than a roundabout). The flexibility to add arbitrary

properties at will, without needing anyone’s permission or

software changes, is key to OSM’s application in different

domains. For Project Drake, this meant applying well-

established tags in new contexts. For example, the

Physiology Building on the University’s Downing Site is

identified with the following tags (among a few others not

relevant to the project):

amenity=university

building=yes

name=Physiology Building

operator=University of Cambridge

ref=D034

The first four of these are already widely applied to

buildings worldwide, but the use of ‘ref’ for a building is

somewhat novel and, as we shall see, vital to linking

geographical and institutional information. The ‘operator’

tag allows University (and College) buildings to be

recognized as such and extracted from the mass of other

irrelevant buildings, and coloured according to a house

style when rendered.

3.2 The Survey
The street pattern of Cambridge and its environs is mature

in OSM, having been originally surveyed in the infancy of

the OSM project in 2006 (in its entirety by the author) and

maintained well since. University and College premises,

however, were of variable quality at the start of the project

and lacked consistency. Some areas, for example Trinity

Hall's Wychfield site, had been surveyed in thorough detail

while others, such as the University’s Silver Street/Mill

Lane site, had no presence at all.
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Figure 3 Tags for the Physiology Building as shown on OpenStreetMap’s ‘Browse Map Data’ page
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Therefore, around 45 days were spent surveying the

University's properties and, with their permission, the

Colleges. We were looking for modest accuracy, for

navigational purposes, hence to the 5–10 m typical of

consumer-grade GPS (global positioning system) devices,

not to centimetre-level detail. However, in establishing

feasibility, it quickly became clear that many building

complexes could not actually support GPS surveys

because the density of their development meant the

absence of any effective satellite signal. The map was

therefore developed from a variety of sources:

• GPS where feasible;

• Satellite imagery (OSM has an arrangement with

Microsoft to trace the imagery used in Bing Maps);

• Extensive ground measurements with a laser

measure (in effect, a poor man's theodolite); and

• Detailed notes and photographs.

Satellite imagery is an excellent source for roads, rivers

and the like, but for buildings it is not a panacea. Cross-

checked against ground measurements and notes, it was an

essential tool. However, on its own it is subject to serious

misinterpretation:

• Many images are oblique (that is, you can see some

sides of buildings: see, for example, Bing, 2012,

which illustrates the problem at the time of writing,

though satellite imagery is updated from time to

time). For a five or six storey building, this means

the projection of what should be coincident points on

the ground can vary by as much as 20 m from the top

to the bottom of a building viewed from above.

Varying, hard-to-establish roof heights mean the roof

outline, which is the most visible, varies in its offset

from the required ground footprint, so one cannot

simply trace around the roofs and shift the vectors to

align with ground points without additional

knowledge;

• Obliqueness and building height also lead to

obscured detail in the lee of buildings and also to

deep shadow where no detail is visible at all or very

hard to see;

• Satellite imagery is a mosaic of images taken at

differing angles. The obliqueness and relationship

between areas can suddenly jump over short

distances;

• Imagery is taken at different times, sometimes years

apart. So as well as the images being out-of-date,

buildings having been built and demolished in the

mean time, vintage between adjacent tiles also varies
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Figure 4 The ‘ref’ tag connects organizational data to geographical features
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and a building may appear in one tile but not its

neighbour; and

• It is easy to misinterpret roof detail as cavities in a

building. Conversely, satellite imagery shows

courtyards and the like which were not obvious on

the ground.

For all of these reasons, satellite imagery is not sufficient

alone and ground knowledge is essential.

3.3 The Institutional Database and Connection to
Geography
Data from several existing sources were accumulated and

an online editor provided to manage institutional data

(addresses, departmental contact details and the like). This

uses conventional database technology (Postgres) which

need not concern us here, except to say that it stands

separately from the geographical information and was

designed to support modern, incremental searching

techniques. In effect, institutions are modelled as an

abstract, organizational concept, while the geographical

data in OSM represent the bricks and mortar.

Therefore, the question that a coherent application

needs to answer is: ‘What is the location (or locations) of

an institution?’. This could simply have been answered

with a pair (or set) of coordinates. This, however, would

neglect the richness of the geographical data. Instead, the

question is answered by storing a link between the

institutions, the buildings they occupy and the entrances to

those buildings and the sites they occupy. That link is the

‘ref’ tag applied to the buildings mentioned above. The

University’s Estates Department maintains an inventory of

its properties using an established numbering system

analogous to ‘ref’ for road numbers. The existing

numbering was not completely comprehensive, so for

mapping purposes it was systematically extended, notably

to include college sites and buildings and also to number

entrances (Earl, 2011).

3.4 Rendering: Creating the Base Map Images
There is a substantial difference between maintaining the

graphical rendition for the University map with its small,

well-defined boundary, and the entire worldwide OSM

area, though online maps for both share similar rendering

techniques. The University map images follow the same

conventions (OpenStreetMap, 2012b) as many other

online maps, namely:
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Figure 5 The new University online map
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• Tessellated mosaics of 256 x 256 pixel image tiles in

a spherical Mercator projection;

• Each consecutive zoom level subdivides the area into

four more tiles; and

• Each tile has a well-defined URL (uniform resource

locator) based on a conventional numbering system.

Therefore, the University map can plug in directly to much

existing third party software. However, for an 8 km square,

even allowing for an extra zoom level beyond OSM’s

home-page map (hence approximately 45 m per tile), the

number of tiles is sufficiently small that they can all be

prepared in advance and stored. This is unrealistic for

worldwide tiles, where fast, on-the-fly rendering from the

much more compact vector data, along with caching, is

necessary to keep storage requirements manageable. Most

worldwide renditions of OSM data, including that on its

homepage, are created using software called ‘Mapnik’

(Pavlenko, 2011).

For a worldwide map, it is also unrealistic to do

anything other than automatic (rule-based) rendering. This

means making compromises, for example where captions

collide or the placement of icons relative to exaggerated

road widths. Mapnik’s caption-placement algorithms have

been improving. Nevertheless, when two or more captions

or icons need to occupy the same space one or more is

omitted, essentially at random. Also, place names typically

render at the settlements’ defined locations, usually in their

centre, yet town and village centres are the worst possible

place to show their larger typeface captions. Perhaps

automated solutions to these problems will arise in time.

By contrast, the smaller area of the University makes

it practicable to have some human intervention. For these

reasons, a different renderer called POSM, written by the

author, is used to create the tiles for the University map.

POSM was extended from software written to produce

paper maps (by definition, with contained boundaries) and

in particular a series of cycle maps for Cambridgeshire

County Council (2010; 2011a; 2011b; 2012).

Like Mapnik, POSM allows for automatic rendering

from pre-programmed rules, but afterwards for captions

and icons to be moved around, changed or omitted. Of

course, this could also be done by importing and adjusting

the graphics into a vector application such as Adobe

Illustrator before creating the tile rasters. However, POSM

does this in such a way that the relationship with the

original OSM data is maintained, so the adjustments

survive across unrelated changes. As well as a more

considered presentation, more importantly, this means

necessary captions are not arbitrarily omitted. 

3.5 API
An API (application programming interface) allows other

programs (including websites) to interact with each other

by presenting data in a systematic, well-defined way that

other programs can understand, rather than in human-

viewable form. The new University map provides several

simple APIs so that maps can be presented in other ways

and on websites other than the University’s official site. In

particular, maps can be referenced from or embedded in

departmental and third-party websites. However, it is also

possible to do programmed searches so that entirely new

applications can make use of the data, and the map tiles

can be used in existing third-party applications. The

technical details have been published by the University

Computing Service (UCS, 2012).

3.6 The Paper Map
Rendering a base map for printing presents few challenges

beyond those involved in producing the online map tiles.

By intercepting the rendering at the vector stage (as an

EPS – encapsulated postscript – file), they can be included

in page layout software, such as Adobe InDesign, in

scalable form, providing for the more demanding

resolution of the printing process.

The main challenge of producing the paper map was,

and is, however, the index. The house style lists the

institutions alphabetically (often more than once: the

Department of German and Dutch, for example, lies under

both G and D) with a grid reference and a numbered,

coloured cartouche, from which a corresponding

numbered point symbol can be located on the map. The

density of information does not allow for individual

department names to be shown on the map itself. Even at a

scale of 1:7,500 this density is such that the central sites

need to be rendered separately at a larger scale. Institutions

on those sites are therefore omitted from the city-wide map

and located on the larger scale insets; the colour of the

point symbol indicating which site map to consult.

Previously, all this information has been collated

manually. The new map, however, automates this process

almost entirely. It uses, in effect, a glorified mail-merge. A

small program extracts index information from the

institution and geographic databases and sorts it,

generating three outputs:

• Graphic icons (EPS format) for the numbered point

symbols;

• A data file (XML) used by InDesign to flow index

text into the area reserved on the page for the index,

including referencing the point symbols and colour

coding; and

• A custom OSM XML file containing a map node for

each point symbol, with its latitude and longitude

derived from the building associated with the

relevant institution via the ‘ref’ tag.

The custom OSM file can then be rendered as an ordinary,

if somewhat unusual-looking, map, whose EPS rendering

can be aligned on top of the base map to apply the point

symbols to it. Caption tweaks can be made in POSM to

deal with cases where a point symbol would obscure an

underlying caption.
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3.7 Additional Uses
A final requirement of the project was to demonstrate

additional uses. We had four in mind:

• Accessibility information (wheelchair access, for

example);

• Sign boards at site entrances; 

• ‘Where am I’ notices; and 

• The Granta Backbone network (see below).

The first of these has issues well beyond mapping, but we

hope to be able to address this use in future. The second is

clearly feasible, but has not yet been undertaken. A recent

experiment with QR (quick response) codes representing

the URLs of entrances on the map placed by those

entrances demonstrated the third use.

Mapping the Granta Backbone Network was pursued

to a complete solution. The University links its premises

with a city-wide system comprising a hundred kilometres

of ducting and access chambers (some under city streets)

and metal trays and racking in medieval building cellars,

known as the Granta Backbone. This enables routing

computer cabling to link to the JANET (joint academic

network) at the world side and to each Department and

College internal network at the local side. As such, it

requires considerable maintenance. Requirements change

and new buildings are occupied. Maps are obviously a

crucial part of this and the existing solution, on paper using

an Ordnance Survey map base from the 1990s, is difficult

to maintain.

It was a straightforward matter to re-plot the cable

routing and chambers using the JOSM (Java Open

StreetMap) editor using the new University map tiles and

satellite imagery as a background and tag the data with

custom tags indicating the types of equipment, and so on.

These proprietary and confidential data are not, of course,

uploaded to the central OSM database, but can

nevertheless be rendered in the same way (rather similar to

the paper map cartouches). Alternatively, the data can be

exported in GPX (GPS exchange) or KML (keyhole

markup language) formats for overlay in a wide variety of

mapping products. In particular, this makes the data

amenable to use on a tablet in the field.

4 Conclusion
The flexible vector format, license arrangements, and

crowd-sourced data have made OpenStreetMap an

excellent basis for mapping the University of Cambridge

and opening a path to support mapping for future

expansion of both the University and the wider city.

A frequent question, however, is the old Wikipedia

canard: ‘Is it reliable?’. On the whole, contributors to

OSM are dedicated and well-intentioned; many are

geodata professionals and many of those that are not have

become experts. There are, of course, mistakes,

misunderstandings, and even occasional cases of

deliberate vandalism. The crowd-sourced nature of the

map means these cases are, however, quickly detected and

corrected. There is also gentle competition to get new

detail on the map rapidly. For example, the innovative 25

km Cambridgeshire Busway was shown on OSM the day

the Busway opened.

The University map is, however, insulated

significantly from day to day change. By rendering from a

map extract rather than directly from the live database,

change can be controlled. Areas can be updated as required

and maps can be previewed via the control panel before

being published, so updates can be given a measure of
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Figure 6 Printed map draft artwork
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quality assurance before publication – whether the data are

derived from changes within the University or in the wider

community. Local knowledge and control are invaluable

and OpenStreetMap’s flexibility makes it possible to make

best use of these.
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Figure 7 A new map for the University of Cambridge with OpenStreetMap at its heart
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